Depression’s Energy Budget

Chunk the Day
Sometimes you feel unmotivated, too depressed, or too tired to face the day. Here is a
way to help you attempt to accomplish something and get through the day:
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When the chunk is over, you can decide to rest, carry on with what you
were doing, o
ange to somet ing else o t e next
n .

FOR EXAMPLE:

Mary decides she can handle 10 minutes. In those 10 minutes she
decides she can clear off the kitchen table and put the breakfast
dishes in the sink.

Once she’s completed this task she can then decide to carry on with
another chunk, e.g., wash the dishes, rest for a while, or decide to do
another chunk later in the day.

The key is to choose manageable chunks and activities. You can do a
whole day in chunks. Most people who try this report that they actually get
more done, and as a bonus, their mood improves.
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e ness Activities
The activities below are helpful for recovery and wellness. They are often the first to go
when someone is not well. To start working on your recovery, put a check mark
whenever you do one of the activites below. Push a little, often, but not to exhaustion.
As you do this, day after day, you may gradually in o mood brightening and your
energy returning.
ACTIVITY
1

Self- a e s o e , shave, teeth
etc.)

2

Eat three meals, however
small (check for each)

3

Sleep (# of hours)

4

Physical activity
(# of minutes)

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

SUN

Relaxation
(# of minutes)
6

Accomplish one small task or
goal each day

7

Social contact (enough but
not too much)

8

Something pleasurable or
creative ie: hobbies

9

Do something nice for
yourself

10

Do something nice for
someone else

11

Replace negative thoughts
with helpful thoughts (check
# times)

12

(add your choice)
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a

oa s: Baby Steps

Depression can make people feel tired, forgetful, shut-down, and unable to do what they
used to do.
Depression feeds on withdrawal and inactivity.
A strategy to help people feel more in charge of their lives and improve their self-esteem is
through the attainment of daily small goals.
The emphasis on small goals is important. It slows down the person who pushes
too hard so they don’t get overwhelmed and gently encourages the withdrawn
person to begin taking charge of their life.

Select a Small Goal
Choose a small task and pick a time to do it.
The task should be easy enough to achieve even if you feel very down and don't
have much energy.
Have a clear idea of what you are going to do and when and how you are going to
do it, e.g., "go swimming at the community centre pool this Thursday evening for 15
mintues" rather than, "go swimming."
If you don’t complete the goal don’t give up — choose another time or break your goal
into smaller parts.
Goals that involve action and thoughts are easier to know you’ve reached them than
those involving emotions.
en o meet o

goal o pa t o it

Remem e : Sta t small
to.
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step
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SMA LL GO A LS (C ON TIN UED)

Small Goals Worksheet
GOAL

WHEN
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